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Abstract
From the large system perspective, the directed complex dynamic network is considered as being
composed of the nodes subsystem (NS) and the links subsystem (LS), which are coupled with
together. Different from the previous studies which propose the dynamic model of LS with the
matrix differential equations, this paper describes the dynamic behavior of LS with the outgoing
links vector at every node, by which the dynamic model of LS can be represented as the vector
differential equation to form the outgoing links subsystem (OLS). Since the vectors possess the
flexible mathematical operational properties than matrices, this paper proposes the more convenient
mathematic method to investigate the double tracking control problems of NS and OLS. Under the
state of OLS can be unavailable, the asymptotical state observer of OLS is designed in this paper, by
which the tracking controllers of NS and OLS are synthesized to ensure achieving the double tracking
goals. Finally, the example simulations for supporting the theoretical results are also provided.
Keywords: directed complex dynamic network, nodes subsystem, outgoing links subsystem,
double tracking control.
1. Introduction
In the past twenty years, the complex dynamic network have been widely used in many real
networks such as neural networks[1–3], power networks[4], traffic networks[5] and wireless sensor
networks[6, 7]. It is well known in graph theory that a complex dynamic network can be considered
5

as consisting of a group of dynamic nodes and the dynamic links that connect them. From the
large system perspective, all the dynamic nodes can be regarded as the dynamic subsystem which
is called as nodes subsystem (NS), and all the dynamic links can be regarded also as the dynamic
subsystem which is called as links subsystem (LS), and thus the complex dynamic network consists
of NS and LS coupled with each other[8–10]. By employing the above perspectives, the dynamic
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behaviors of the complex dynamic network can be reflected by the NS and the LS respectively. For
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example, the synchronization[11–14] and stability[15] are regarded as the dynamic behavior of NS,
and the asymptotic structural balance[16–18] is regarded as the dynamic behavior of LS.
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It is worth noting that the above dynamic behaviors of NS and LS may be interpreted as the
tracking problem in control theory. In other words, the synchronization can be interpreted as the
NS tracking a reference state, and the asymptotic structural balance can be interpreted as the LS
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tracking a reference relation matrix. Corresponding to the above tracking problem, the ‘mutual
assistance’ plays an important role in the above literature, that is, through the mutual coupling
relations between NS and LS, the tracking of NS is achieved with the help of LS, and the tracking
of LS is achieved with the help of NS.
However, it is noticed that the tracking of NS and the tracking of LS are discussed separately

25

in the above literature excepting [8, 9]. In [8, 9], the tracking targets of NS and LS are required
to satisfy certain relation equalities, which limits the wide application. On the other hand, the
weighted-values of links are defined as the state variables of LS in the above literature, and thus
the dynamics of LS is represented as the Riccatti matrix differential (or difference in discrete-time)
equations, by which the difficult theoretic analysis results in the complex mathematic conditions for
the asymptotic structural balance.
It is also noticed in the above literature that it is assumed that the states of NS are measurable

30

and the states of LS are not fully measurable. The states of LS are more complex and difficult to be
measured than the states of NS in the complex dynamic network, so that it is necessary to employ the
measurable outputs of LS to achieve the estimation of uncertain state variables for LS. At present,
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some research results have been achieved on the state observer[9, 19–21] design of LS. In [19], the
state observer of LS is synthesized for the first time for the complex dynamic network. In [20, 21],
the state observer employs the output of LS as its input to obtain the state observation information
for LS, and then the LS tracks on a reference relation matrix by utilizing the state observation
information to synthesize the controller of LS, without considering the dynamic behavior of NS. In
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view of this, the results in [9] extend the continuous state observer to the discrete state observer
for LS. The LS tracks on a reference relation matrix via employing the controller which is designed
by using the observation state information about LS. Nevertheless, the previous published studies
have not dealt with the double tracking control problems of NS and LS.
Inspired by the above discussion, this paper focuses on the dynamics of the outgoing links at a
node instead of the dynamics of overall links for all the nodes. In other words, this paper proposes
that the dynamics of the outgoing links subsystem(OLS) is presented by all the outgoing links
vectors(OLV) instead of the overall links matrix, where an OLV at a node is defined as the vector
composed of all the weighted-values for the outgoing links at the node. Therefore, compared with
the existing literature, the main innovations and contributions of this paper are as follows. (i) The
dynamics of LS can be generated by the vector differential equation with the outgoing links, which is
shown more simpler in structure than the matrix differential equations as in [8, 10, 16, 19–21]. This
may reduce the difficulty of analysis due to vectors have more flexible mathematical operational
properties than matrices[22, 23]. (ii) From the angle of state space in control theory, the OLV
can be regarded as the state vector of outgoing links at a node, and thus it has more intuitive
geometric feature than the overall link matrix. This implies that the dynamic model of OLS is more
2

easily generalized to nonlinear situations with the help of those methods in control theory. (iii) By
employing the state observer of outgoing links, the double tracking controllers of NS and OLS are
designed separately to achieve the double tracking goals for the directed complex dynamic networks.
55

That is, the NS tracks on the given target orbit when the state of OLS tracks the designed goal.
The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, the dynamic models of NS and
OLS are proposed, and the directed characteristics of OLS are explained. The state observer for OLS
is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, by employing the observation information of OLS, the tracking
controllers of NS and OLS are synthesized separately, by which the complex dynamic network can

60

achieve the double tracking goals with some assumptions and definitions. Some numerical examples
are given for supporting the theory results in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section
6.
2. Model description
In this paper, we consider a directed time-varying complex dynamic network with N nodes, the
weighted-value of the ith node pointing to the jth node is represented as lij = lij (t), where lij (t) is
treated as the self-link, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N . The dynamic equation of the ith node is described as
ẋi = Ai xi + fi (xi ) + c

N
X

lik Λhk (x) + ui ,

(1)

k=1

65

where xi = [xi1 , xi2 , ..., xin ]T ∈ Rn is the state vector of the ith node, x = [xT1 , xT2 , ..., xTN ]T ∈ RnN

is the state vector of NS, Ai ∈ Rn×n denotes the real constant matrix, fi (xi ) = [fi1 (xi ), fi2 (xi ), ...,
fin (xi )]T stands the nonlinear continuous vector function, Λ = diag(g1 , g2 , ..., gn ) ∈ Rn×n is the
diagonal matrix with the real constant gl , l = 1, 2, ..., n,, hk (x) ∈ Rn is the nonlinear smooth inner
70

connection vector function. c is the common coupling connection strength, and ui ∈ Rn denotes
the control input, i, k = 1, 2, ..., N .
Inspired by the outgoing degree and incoming degree in the directed weighted networks[24], the
following concepts are proposed.
Definition 1. Li (t) = [li1 (t), li2 (t), ..., liN (t)]T ∈ RN is called as the outgoing links vector
of the ith node. Similarly, the incoming links vector of the ith node is defined as L̃i (t) =

75

[l1i (t), l2i (t), ..., lN i (t)]T , i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
The dynamical equation (1) can be rewritten by the vector differential equation
ẋi = Ai xi + fi (xi ) + cΛH(x)Li (t) + ui ,

(2)

where H(x) = [h1 (x), h2 (x), ..., hN (x)] ∈ Rn×N , Li (t) = [li1 (t), li2 (t), ..., liN (t)]T ∈ RN , i =
1, 2, · · · , N .
80

Remark 1. (i) In Definition 1, the outgoing links vector at a node is utilized to describe the
directional relations of a node pointing to the other nodes. This is inspired by the ones in the
ego-network[25]. (ii) As part of the coupling, the outgoing links vector Li (t) is shown in Equation
3

(2), which reflects the influence of the outgoing links of the ith node on its dynamics. (iii) Noticing
the relation matrix Z = Z(t) = [lij ]N ×N , it is easily seen that the outgoing links vector Li (t) is the
85

ith row of Z(t), and the incoming links vector L̃i (t) is the ith column of Z(t), i = 1, 2, · · · , N . (iv)
Especially, if Li (t) = L̃i (t), the network is undirected.
The dynamical equation of the outgoing links subsystem (OLS) is regarded as follows
(

L̇i = Bi Li + Φi (x) + Ui ,
Yi = Ci Li ,

(3)

where Bi ∈ RN ×N is the real constant matrix, Ci ∈ RN1 ×N is the output matrix, Φi (x) ∈ RN
is the coupling vector, Ui ∈ RN stands the control input, Yi ∈ RN1 denotes the output of OLS,
90

i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Remark 2. (i) Equation (3) represents the outgoing links vector dynamics of the ith node, in
which the vector Φi (x) shows the coupling relationship between the outgoing links vector of the ith
node and the state of all the nodes. (ii) The vector representation (3) for LS is relatively rare in the
existing literature on the observer design for LS, which helps to reduce the difficulty of theoretical
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analysis because of the vectors possessing more flexible mathematical operational properties than
matrices. (iii) Equation (3)(without controller Ui ) can be rewritten as follows

N
P


bijk lik + ψ ij (x),
 l˙ij =
k=1

N
P


 ysi =
cisk lik ,

(4)

k=1

where Bi = (bijk )N ×N is the real constant matrix, Φi = (ψ ij (x)) ∈ RN is the coupling vector,
Yi = (ysi )N1 ×1 denotes the output of the outgoing links vector, Ci = (cisk )N1 ×N stands the output
100

matrix, i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , N , s = 1, 2, · · · , N1 . The schematic diagram of Equation (4) may be
explained as follows

Fig.1 The schematic diagram of lij influenced by lik and the coupling vector ψ ij (x) in Equation (4)

4

In Fig.1, the node k represents the node other than node i and j. Fig.1 means that the time
105

derivative of lij can be influenced directly by the linear combination operation of lik s for all 1 ≤
k ≤ N with the coupling term ψ ij (x). This linear combination is regarded as the approximation
linearization of nonlinear function with the arguments lik s, i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , N .
3. Asymptotical state observer of the outgoing links subsystem

110

Definition 2. Consider the complex dynamic networks with (2) and (3). If the state of NS
˙
in (2) can be measured exactly and there exists the dynamical system L̂i = Fi (L̂i , Yi , x) such that
t→+∞
˙
Ei = Li − L̂i −−−−→ 0 holds, then the dynamical system L̂i = Fi (L̂i , Yi , x) is called as the ith
asymptotical state observer of the ith OLS, i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
According to Definition 2, the ith asymptotical state observer of the ith OLS is as follows
˙
L̂i = Bi L̂i + Φi (x) − Ki (Yi − Ci L̂i ) + Ui ,

115

(5)

where Ki ∈ RN ×N1 is the matrix of coefficients to be determined, i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Assumption 1. Consider the OLS (3). The double matrices (Bi , Ci ) is completely observable.
If Assumption 1 holds, there exists a matrix Ki with suitable dimensions, which can make
Bi + Ki Ci to be a Hurwitz stable matrix, and thus there exists only one positive definition matrix
Mi ∈ RN ×N satisfying the following Lyapunov equation for the given positive definition matrix Qi ,
i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
(Bi + Ki Ci )T Mi + Mi (Bi + Ki Ci ) = −Qi .

(6)

Remark 3. In Lyapunov equation (6), the matrices Ki and Mi can be obtained by solving
120

the linear matrix inequality W1 BiT + Bi W1 + Ci W2 + W2T CiT < 0, where W1 > 0, W1 = Ki−1 ,

W2 = Mi W1 . The details for obtaining the above solution can be referred to the solving steps in
[26, 27].

Lemma 1. If Assumption 1 holds, then Equation (5) is the asymptotical state observer for OLS
125

(3).
Proof 1. Let the observation error Ei = Li − L̂i , then the following equation can be obtained,
i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
˙
Ėi = L̇i − L̂i
= Bi Li + Φi (x) + Ui − [Bi L̂i + Φi (x) − Ki (Yi − Ci L̂i ) + Ui ]
= Bi (Li − L̂i ) + Ki (Ci Li − Ci L̂i )

(7)

= (Bi + Ki Ci )Ei .
Noticing that Bi + Ki Ci is the Hurwitz stable matrix due to Assumption 1, it is seen that Ei is
bounded and Ei = Li − L̂i −−−−→ 0. Lemma 1 is proved.
t→+∞

130

By using Lemma 1, the control input Ui in OLS (3) can be synthesized by employing the state
in Equations (5) and (2), which helps to synthesize the double tracking control scheme for NS and
OLS.
5

4. Double tracking control design based on observer
Let x∗i = x∗i (t) ∈ Rn and L∗i = L∗i (t) ∈ RN are chosen as the state reference tracking goals of

NS and OLS, respectively, and suppose that they are the differentiable bounded, i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
135

Definition 3. Consider the directed complex dynamic network with (1) and (3). If lim (Li −
t→∞
= 0 and lim (xi − x∗i ) = 0 hold for all i = 1, 2, · · · , N , the directed complex dynamic network
t→∞
is called as achieving the double tracking goals.

L∗i )

Control objective: Suppose that the state xi of NS are available and Li are unavailable for
i = 1, 2, · · · , N . By employing the state of observer (5) , synthesize the controller ui for NS (2) and
140

the controller Ui for OLS (3), respectively, such that the complex dynamic network can achieve the
double tracking goals.
Remark 4. The control objective of this paper is largely inspired by [28–30]. he web processing
line may be treated to be composed of the roller (nodes) and the coupled web (the outgoing links),
in which the roller velocity si and web tension Ti are regarded as the state variables of NS and OLS,

145

respectively. Let T̄i = Ti − Tri and s̄i = si − sri , where Tri and sri are the reference tension and
velocity, respectively. It can be observed that the control objective for the web processing line is
consistent with the one in this paper.
From Assumption 2, it is seen that the following Lyapunov equation has only one positive
definition matrix solution Pi ∈ Rn×n for the given positive definition matrices Q̃i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
(Ai + K̄i )T Pi + Pi (Ai + K̄i ) = −Q̃i ,

150

(8)

Remark 5. In Lyapunov equation (8), the matrices K̄i and Pi can be obtained by solving the
linear matrix inequality ATi Pi + Pi Ai + W4 + W4T < 0, where Pi > 0, W4 = Pi K̄i .

Assumption 2. Consider the NS (2). There exists a matrix K̄i ∈ Rn×n such that Ai +
K̄i is a Hurwitz matrix, the nonlinear vector function fi (xi ) is bounded, that is, ∥fi (xi )∥ ≤

155

η i (xi ), where η i (xi ) ≥ 0 is a known function, and the inner connection function meets ∥H(x)∥ <
n
o
min
λmin (Q̃i ) λmin (Qi )σ
,
and 0 < σ < λmin (Q̃i ), where σ is an adjustable positive paσc∥Λ∥∥Pi ∥ c∥Λ∥∥Pi ∥
1≤i≤N
rameter. ∥∗∥ stands the Euclidean norm of the matrix or the vector ‘∗’. λmin (∗) represents the
minimum eigenvalue of matrix ‘∗’, i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Assumption 3. Consider the OLS (3). The coupling function Φi (x) is bounded, that is,
∥Φi (x)∥ ≤ gi (x), where gi (x) ≥ 0 is a known function, i = 1, 2, · · · , N .

160

Based on the above control objective, the following double tracking controller ui and Ui are
proposed for NS (2) and OLS (3), respectively.
ui = K̄i xi + ẋ∗i − (Ai + K̄i )x∗i + cΛH(x)L̂i + vi ,

vi =


 −


P i ei

∥eTi Pi ∥
0,

η i (xi ), ei ̸= 0,
ei = 0,

Ui = Ki Yi − (Bi + Ki Ci )L∗i + L̇∗i + V̄i ,
6

(9)

(10)
(11)



 −

V̄i =




⌢
Mi E i
⌢T
E i Mi

⌢

gi (x),

E i ̸= 0.

(12)

⌢

0,

E i = 0.

⌢

Let the tracking errors ei = xi − x∗i and E i = L̂i − L∗i . Consider the network with (2) and (3),
by using the controllers (9) and (11), the error dynamical equations are obtained as follows
ėi = ẋi − ẋ∗i
= Ai xi + fi (xi ) + cΛH(x)Li + ui − ẋ∗i

(13)

= (Ai + K̄i )(xi − x∗i ) + cΛH(x)(Li − L̂i ) + fi (xi ) + vi
= (Ai + K̄i )ei + cΛH(x)Ei + fi (xi ) + vi ,
⌢
˙
E i = L̂i − L̇∗i

= Bi L̂i + Φi (x) − Ki (Yi − Ci L̂i ) + Ui − L̇∗i

(14)

= Bi L̂i + Ki Ci L̂i − Ki Yi + Φi (x) + Ui − L̇∗i
⌢

= (Bi + Ki Ci )E i + Φi (x) + V̄i .
Considering the positive definite function V1 = V1 (t) =

N
P

e i T Pi e i +

N
P

⌢

T

⌢

E i Mi E i +

E i T Mi Ei ,

i=1

i=1

i=1

N
P

where Pi ∈ Rn×n and Mi ∈ RN ×N are determined by (8) and (6), respectively. Let d1 = λmin (Q̃i ) −
c∥[ΛH(x)]T Pi ∥
T
and d3 = λmin (Qi ). If Assumptions 1-3 are
c [ΛH(x)] Pi σ, d2 = λmin (Qi ) −
σ
satisfied, by employing the controllers (10) and (12), the orbit derivative of V1 = V1 (t) along the
error systems (13) and (14) is obtained Equation (15), (16) and inequality (17).

V̇1 =

N
X
i=1

=

N
X

ėTi Pi ei +

N
X

eTi Pi ėi +

i=1

N
N
N
N
X
X
X
X
⌢
⌢
⌢
⌢T
˙T
˙
ĖiT Mi Ei +
Ei T Mi Ėi
E i Mi E i +
E i Mi E i +
i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

T

[(Ai + K̄i )ei + cΛH(x)Ei + fi (xi ) + vi ] Pi ei

i=1

+

N
X

eTi Pi [(Ai + K̄i )ei + cΛH(x)Ei + fi (xi ) + vi ]

i=1

+

N
X

T

⌢

⌢

[(Bi + Ki Ci )E i + Φi (x) + V̄i ] Mi E i +

i=1

i=1

+

N
X
i=1

N
X
⌢
⌢T
E i Mi [(Bi + Ki Ci )E i + Φi (x) + V̄i ]

[(Bi + Ki Ci )E i ]T Mi Ei +

N
X

EiT Mi (Bi + Ki Ci )E i ,

i=1

7

(15)

V̇1 =

N
X

T

eTi (Ai + K̄i ) Pi ei +

+

eTi Pi (Ai + K̄i )ei

i=1

i=1

N
X

N
X

⌢T

T

⌢

E i (Bi + Ki Ci ) Mi E i +

i=1

+

N
X

+

i=1

(16)

i=1

T

EiT (Bi + Ki Ci ) Mi Ei +

N
X

EiT Mi (Bi + Ki Ci )E i

i=1

i=1

N
X

N
X
⌢T
⌢
E i Mi (Bi + Ki Ci )E i

N
N
X
X
⌢T
T
T
2cEi [ΛH(x)] Pi ei + 2
E i Mi [Φi (x) + V̄i ] + 2
eTi Pi [fi (xi ) + vi ],
i=1

V̇1 ≤ −

N
X
i=1

eTi Q̃i ei −

i=1

N
N
N
X
X
X
⌢T
⌢
T
2cEiT [ΛH(x)] Pi ei
EiT Qi Ei +
E i Qi E i −
i=1

⌢

2

i=1
2

i=1

2

− λmin (Qi )∥Ei ∥

≤ −λmin (Q̃i )∥ei ∥ − λmin (Qi ) E i
T

+ 2c ∥Ei ∥ [ΛH(x)] Pi ∥ei ∥
2

⌢

2

≤ −λmin (Q̃i )∥ei ∥ − λmin (Qi ) E i

2

− λmin (Qi )∥Ei ∥

1
2
2
T
+ c [ΛH(x)] Pi ( ∥Ei ∥ + σ∥ei ∥ )
σ


2
T
= − λmin (Q̃i ) − c [ΛH(x)] Pi σ ∥ei ∥


T
c [ΛH(x)] Pi
⌢
 ∥Ei ∥2 − λmin (Qi ) E i
− λmin (Qi ) −
σ

T 
∥ei ∥
d1


∥Ei ∥  
=−
 ⌢   0
Ei
0


0

d2
0

(17)

2



∥ei ∥
  ∥E ∥ 

0 
 ⌢i  ≤ 0.
Ei
d3
0

⌢

The inequality (17) means that V̇1 is the negative definite function about ei , Ei and E i , and
165

thus the error system with (13) and (14) is asymptotically stable, this is, lim (xi − x∗i ) = 0,
t→∞

lim (Li − L̂i ) = 0 and lim (L̂i − L∗i ) = 0, which implies lim (Li − L∗i ) = 0. Therefore, the complex
t→∞
t→∞
t→∞
dynamic network can achieve the double tracking goals which is shown in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Consider the directed complex dynamic network with (2), (3) and the state
170

observer (5) for the OLS (3). If Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied, the complex dynamic network can
achieve the double tracking goals.
Theorem 6. For applying Theorem 1 to achieve the double tracking control of the complex
dynamic network, the steps are proposed as follows
Step 1. Giving the differential bounded vector signals x∗i (t) and L∗i .
Step 2. Utilizing the output of OLS to design its observer (5), and the determined matrices Ki ,

175

Mi , Pi and K̄i can be obtained by solving the linear matrix inequality in Remark 3 and Remark 5,
respectively.

8

Step 3. By using the observed information of OLS from Step2, the controller (9)-(10) of the
NS and the controller (11)-(12) of OLS are designed separately.
180

Step 4. By employing the controllers (9)-(12) of NS and OLS from Step3, the complex dynamic
network can achieve the double tracking goals.
Remark 7. (i) If the state reference tracking signals x∗i are the same one for all the nodes, the
results in Theorem 1 can be regarded as the synchronization in [11–14]. Therefore, the results in
Theorem 1 are more general due to the different reference tracking signals. (ii) Compared to the

185

existing literature about the tracking problem in control theory, it is observed in this paper that if
L∗i ̸= 0, the eventual network structure exhibits that all the nodes are not isolated when the double
tracking goals have happened (t → +∞). This implies that all the nodes are not isolated when
the synchronization has happened (t → +∞), which is different from the result ‘all the nodes are
isolated when the synchronization has happened (t → +∞)’ in the existing literature[31–40].
5. Simulation example

190

In this paper, we consider the N continuous chaotic Chua’s circuits in [41] as the isolate nodes,
which are coupled in the form of (2), the dynamics of which is as follows



α1 fi1 (xi1 )




0
 + cΛH(x)Li (t) + ui ,

ẋi = Ai xi + 

0


0

(18)


0



−1 
T


where xi = [xi1 , xi2 , xi3 , xi4 ] is the state vector of the ith Chua’s circuit, Ai = 

 −β 1 β 1 −β 1 0 
0
β2
0
0
is the real constant matrix, fi1 (xi1 ) = bxi1 + 0.5(a − b)(|xi1 + 1| − |xi1 − 1|) denotes the nonlinear
vector function, α1 = 2.1428, α2 = −0.2025, β 1 = 0.09798, β 2 = 0.00382, a = −0.04725 and
195



0
0

0
α2

α1
−1

b = 3.15, Λ = diag(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 ) stands the diagonal matrix, where the real numbers g1 , g2 , g3 and

g4 are randomly generated in the interval [−4, 4], the control input ui is given as (9)-(10); Further−x
more, H(x) = 1−e
1+e−x denotes the inner connection vector function. It is obvious that the matrix Ai

is a Hurwitz stable matrix. Moreover, let the common coupling strength c is randomly generated in
200

the interval [0, 1].
The generation rules of matrices Bi , Ki , K̄i , Pi , Mi , Ci and the double tracking goals x∗i , L∗i , the
initial state values x∗i (0), L∗i (0), L̂i (0) are as follows according to the command statement ‘randn’

in Matlab.

(i) Let Bi = m1 ∗ randn(N, N ), K̄i = m2 ∗ randn(4N, 4N ) and Ci = m3 ∗ randn(10, N ), where
m1 , m2 and m3 are adjustable parameters, in this simulation, m1 = m2 = m3 = 8.
205

(ii) Solving for the positive definite matrices Mi and Ki such that linear matrix inequality
W1 BiT + Bi W1 + Ci W2 + W2T CiT < 0, where W1 > 0 holds, the observed gain matrix Mi = W2 Ki−1
is a Hurwitz stable matrix, where Ki = W1−1 . Similarly, solving for the positive definite matrix Pi
9

such that linear matrix inequality ATi Pi + Pi Ai + W4 + W4T < 0 holds, the Pi = W4 K̄i−1 is a Hurwitz

stable matrix.
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(iii) Let the double tracking goals x∗i = [θ sin(t), θ cos(t), θ tan(t), θ tanh(t)]T and L∗i = iθ sin(t),
where θ is an adjustable parameter, and its value is randomly generated real numbers in the interval
[−8, 8], i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
(iv) The initial state values of NS and OLS are xi (0) = randn(4N, 1) and Li (0) = randn(N, 1),
respectively. Moreover, the initial state values of observer L̂i (0) = (N, 1).
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The dynamics of Li (t) is chosen as (3). The coupling term Φi (x) meets Assumption 3, the control
input Ui are given as (11)-(12). In the process of simulation, the other parameters are selected as
follows. N = 30, σ = rand(1) is an adjustable parameter, Q̃i = Ii , where Ii is 4-dimensional
unit matrix. In order to show the advantage of this paper, the simulation results
s in this paper are
m
P
2
compared with the results in [19–21], respectively. By using the norm ∥ϑ∥ =
|ϑk | for the real
k
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vector ϑ = (ϑ1 , ϑ2 , ..., ϑm ) ∈ R , the compared simulation results are shown in Figs.2-5 as follows.
T

m

Fig.2 (a).The tracking error curves of NS with the controller in [19]; (b).The tracking error curves of NS
with the controller in [20]; (c).The tracking error curves of NS with the controller in [21]; (d).The tracking
error curves of NS with the controller in this paper

Fig.3 (a).The tracking error curves of OLS with the controller in [19]; (b).The tracking error curves of
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OLS with the controller in [20]; (c).The tracking error curves of OLS with the controller in [21]; (d).The
tracking error curves of OLS with the controller in this paper
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Fig.4 (a).The curves of tracking error norm ∥ei ∥ of NS with the controller in [19–21] and this paper;
(b).The curves of tracking error norm ∥Ei ∥ of OLS with the controller in [19–21] and this paper

Fig.5 The orbit curves of L∗i s in this paper
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From Figs.2-5, we can obtain the following conclusion.
(i) From Fig.2 and Fig.4, it can be seen that the tracking controllers in [19–21] are designed
by utilizing the observer’s state of LS to control NS to track the reference state, but tracking error
curves show not only the larger chattering problem but also the slower convergence speeds than ones
in this paper. Similarly, it can be observed from Fig.3 and Fig.4 that the tracking controllers are
synthesize by employing the observer’s sate of LS to control LS to track the differentiable bounded
reference goal, but the tracking response speeds of OLS in [19–21] are also slower than that in this
11

paper.
(ii) By utilizing the norms ∥ei ∥ and ∥Ei ∥ in Fig.4, where Ei represents the error between Li
240

and L∗i , it is shown intuitively that this paper has more advantage over [19–21] in the convergence
speeds of tracking for NS and LS.
(iii) Fig.5 shows that the given tracking signal L∗i does not converge to zero, which means
that the eventual network structure (t → +∞) is shown as all the nodes are not isolated when
synchronization happens, in other words, the connections are still connected in eventual complex
network. This is different from the results in [19–21] where the connections are disconnected in
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eventual complex network.
6. Conclusion
The double tracking control of the directed complex dynamic network have been achieved via
synthesizing the double tracking controllers of NS and OLS based on the state observer for OLS.
Compared to the existing literature about the tracking problems in control theory, the main advan-
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tage in this paper is that the outgoing links vector at every node is utilized to describe the dynamics
of LS, by which the mathematic method in this paper is shown the more convenient than the ones
in the existing literature. The results in this paper show that the double tracking problems of NS
and OLS can be seen as a generalization of synchronization in the existing literature. Moreover,
it is observed in this paper that the eventual network structure exhibits, that is, the all the nodes
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are not isolated when the double tracking control happens, which is regarded as the new one of
the eventual structures of networks with synchronization. The results in simulation examples also
support the above observation. How to achieve the tracking error convergence of NS and OLS in
finite or fixed time is one of problems worthy of research in the future work.
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Figures

Figure 1
The schematic diagram of lij in uenced by lik and the coupling vector ψi j(x) in Equation (4)

Figure 2
(a).The tracking error curves of NS with the controller in [19]; (b).The tracking error curves of NS with the
controller in [20]; (c).The tracking error curves of NS with the controller in [21]; (d).The tracking error
curves of NS with the controller in this paper

Figure 3
(a).The tracking error curves of OLS with the controller in [19]; (b).The tracking error curves of OLS with
the controller in [20]; (c).The tracking error curves of OLS with the controller in [21]; (d).The tracking error
curves of OLS with the controller in this paper

Figure 4
(a).The curves of tracking error norm ei of NS with the controller in [19–21] and this paper; (b).The
curves of tracking error norm Ei of OLS with the controller in [19–21] and this paper

Figure 5
The orbit curves of Li s in this paper

